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1 Introduction 
This document compiles the notes taken by the +ATLANTIC team during the one-day 
Workshop jointly organized by the AIR Centre, +ATLANTIC and UTAustin Portugal on the 
6th of December 2019, in the Hotel Baía (Cascais, Portugal).  
The event was organized as a follow-up to the Victoria Island Declaration (signed at the 
High-Level Dialogue on Atlantic Interactions, 30 April 2019, in Victoria Island, Lagos, 
Nigeria), to foster discussion and continue to build momentum around the potential 
development and use of a constellation of small satellites for the Atlantic. 
The workshop gathered participants from Portugal, Brazil, South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana, and 
Namibia. 
This document aims to provide summaries of the main discussion points and conclusions of 
the workshop, and to propose next steps and actions to be taken as a result. Its intended 
readership comprises the workshop participants, organizers and any other entity or 
individual considered by the organizers to have an interest and possible contribution to the 
topic. 
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5. Catarina Duarte (AIR Centre) – host 
6. Pedro Silva (AIR Centre) 
7. Foster Mensah (University of Ghana, Ghana)  
8. António Ferreira (Labomar, Brazil) 
9. Samuel Mafwila (University of Namibia, Namibia) 
10. Jorge Del Rio (UNOOSA, United Nations) 
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12. José Ferreira (Tekever, Portugal) 
13. Nuno Catarino (Deimos, Portugal) 
14. Steward Bernard (CSIR, South Africa) 
15. Milton Kampel (INPE, Brazil) 
16. Asma Ibrahim (NASRDA, Nigeria)  
17. Adesina Adegbie (NIOMR, Nigeria) 
18. Adekunie Oresegun (NIOMR, Nigeria) 
19. Ffion Atkins (University of Cape Town, South Africa) 
20. Mahmoud Ibrahim Mahmoud (NOSDRA, Nigeria) 
21. Isa Elegbede (University of Lagos, Nigeria) 
22. Hilkka Ndjaula (University of Namibia, Namibia) 
23. Donizeti de Andrade (ITA, Brazil) 
24. Ione de Souza Cruz (ITA, Brazil) 
25. Richard Lucht (ITA, Brazil) 
26. Susana Barbosa (INESC-TEC, Portugal) 
27. João Branco (GMV, Portugal) 
28. João Pedro Gomes (IST, Portugal) 
29. Pedro Rocha Cachim (IST, Portugal) 
30. Hélder Silva (EDISOFT, Portugal) 
31. Bruno Carvalho (D-Orbit, Portugal) 
32. Inês Castelão (+ATLANTIC) 
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34. Artur Costa (+ATLANTIC) 

 

4 Welcome Remarks 
The workshop was kicked-off by E. Sirage, as host of the workshop (along with +ATLANTIC 
and UTAustin Portugal). E. Sirage presented the AIR Centre as a network for Atlantic 
stakeholders, and provided some context for this workshop (namely, by recalling the Victoria 
Declaration, which would be presented later in the first session). N. Lourenço followed, and 
presented the CoLAB +ATLANTIC, as well as its positioning. Finally, A. Passos concluded 
the welcome remarks, by presenting a brief history on the UTAustin Portugal program. J. 
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Del Rio concluded the opening remarks by recalling the audience of UNOOSA launch 
opportunities for CubeSats and the idea of virtual constellations. 
 

5 Main discussion points 
5.1 First Session – Exploring the needs for an All-Atlantic Nanosatellite 

Constellation 
The first session started with a presentation by J.L. Moutinho on the main ideas and 
takeaways from the Victoria Island Declaration and letter of intent (refer to Annex 1). The 
audience was also informed of two follow-up meetings to this workshop: the first one in 
Austin foreseen in February 2020, and the other in Philadelphia around May 2020.  
J.L. Moutinho also stated that it was important to define the next steps before these two 
meetings, namely: to define the mission requirements (taking into account the different 
target applications of the participating nations) [AP1], and to procure the existing assets that 
can be used as a baseline for the constellation (in order to not “reinvent the wheel”) [AP2]. 
The responsibility for each of these Action Points would be revisited in the Second Session. 
 
The first group of discussants (participants 7, 8 and 9, as identified in Section 3) was called 
to the stage to join J.L. Moutinho. The group was moderated by E. Sirage and the following 
set of needs for observing and monitoring the Atlantic were identified during the discussion:  

- F. Mensah from Ghana recognised the need for surveillance applications, namely for 
the detection and identification of vessels carrying out illegal fishing, particularly in 
areas along the Ghana-Ivory Coast maritime boundary; 

- A. Ferreira identified the need for weather and climate forecast applications, in 
particular for decision makers in the sectors of Agriculture and Fisheries in Brazil;  

- S. Mafwila supported the need for surveillance applications, not only for the detection 
of illegal fishing (which is also a critical problem in Namibia) but also for Search and 
Rescue services. He also brought attention to the influence that the Benguela 
upwelling system has on Namibia’s maritime and coastal resources – i.e. due to the 
very nature of this system, Namibia needs to monitor the coastal erosion of its 
shorelines, but also to monitor the physical state of its maritime and coastal resources 
(e.g. biological production, which would be particularly useful for the Fisheries sector 
which is the 3rd most important economic activity in this country). S. Mafwila also 
referred the importance of having a low cost solution (current costs of remote sensing 
data are prohibitive) that should be able to integrate already existent in-situ solutions. 

 
After the first round of remarks, E. Sirage opened the discussion to the audience, and the 
following comments were made: 

- A group of participants from Nigeria (M.I. Mahmoud, I. Elegbede, and A. Ibrahim) 
agreed that illegal fishing is also a critical problem for their country. They also added 
that satellite imagery might be helpful to section off exclusive areas for fisheries, given 
the upsurge of conflicts between “industrial fishers and artisanal fishers” caused by 
the significant and steadily increasing amount of coastal population in Nigeria. 
Furthermore, they also listed applications for oil exploitation, urban planning, 
monitoring of desertification and coastal erosion as key necessities. They highlighted 
the importance of the mangrove ecosystem on fish population development and 
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consequently the importance and need of proper tide forecast models, which could 
be a game changer in Fisheries and other activities dependent of natural maritime 
resources. The importance of enforcing and determining resource exploitation rights 
by local communities was also highlighted by I. Elegbede (in particular in local 
Canadian communities). Finally, the Nigerian participants recalled the need to meet 
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and identified relevant applications 
for this objective such as border surveillance, aerosol and dust monitoring, as well as 
city risk management for events such as floods and building collapses (which are fast 
developing events requiring fast access to data that is not possible currently even 
with the Disaster Monitoring Constellation - DMC). 

- N. Lourenço brought back the topic of applications for illegal fishing and observed 
that a satellite constellation might not be sufficient to tackle this issue by itself: while 
it might be adequate for initial detections, tracking and monitoring will probably 
require more persistent assets (e.g. higher revisit times from satellite or the use of 
drones). 

- S. Bernard complemented by remarking that, in order to achieve the observation and 
monitoring objectives efficiently, it is important to answer two focal questions: What 
assets already exist today that can be leveraged? And, how can we (the stakeholders 
present in the workshop) complement these assets and add value instead of just 
repeating their work? 

- M. Kampel added that it is important to define the strategic objectives for the 
constellation based on the different priorities of the participants, paying close 
attention to three main agendas: the scientific agenda (mainly driven by academia, 
which will probably focus on issues such as climate change, research on topics such 
as the carbon cycle, etc.), the technologic agenda (mostly related to the engineering 
part of the constellation, and mainly driven by industrial partners), and finally an 
applications agenda (mostly driven by the users of the constellation). 

Finally, J. Del Rio closed the session by recalling that the monitoring and enforcing of the 
UN’s SDGs, could be used by stakeholders to leverage decision makers into supporting the 
All-Atlantic Constellation initiative. 
 

5.2 Second Session – Existing Capabilities and current projects to quick start an 
All-Atlantic Nanosatellite Constellation 

The second session started with a presentation by J. Ferreira on INFANTE, a project led by 
Tekever and involving a substantial number of Portuguese space industry and academia, 
that intends to build the first industry-driven Portuguese satellite. J. Ferreira gave a brief 
summary on the space, ground and applications segments of INFANTE and described the 
work done so far. The INFANTE consortium is finishing the Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR) at the moment and has already started testing some subsystems – a video of a 
vibration test on a structural component was shown. By the end of the presentation he 
proposed using the INFANTE satellite as a part of the All-Atlantic constellation, along with 
other satellites that don’t necessary need to be similar to INFANTE or manufactured by the 
same entities. 
The second presentation was given by N. Catarino and focused on Deimos capabilities in 
the space domain and on the NextGEOSS, an H2020 project led by Deimos focused on the 
development of a centralised European Earth Observation data hub and platform. N. 
Catarino started by presenting Deimos and its current and past projects in general and then 
their data hub projects in particular. The idea behind NextGEOSS is to help build critical 
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mass and foster an ecosystem of data and users of remote sensing data. In this sense, it 
uses data from multiple satellite including, among others, Deimos-1 (which has an optical 
payload with a resolution of 22m) and Deimos-2 (which has a multispectral sensor with a 
resolution of 75 centimetres). Deimos is also working on Sat4EO, a project for a satellite 
weighing less than 250 kilograms and hosting a VHR (Very High Resolution) sensor 
payload, which is scheduled for launch in 2020. This satellite will target applications for 
intelligence, precision agriculture, and emergency response, among others – the project for 
the study of this satellite was supported by ESA and the consortium encompasses Deimos 
Space, SSTL, and E2V Teledyne. The satellite will be part of a constellation of similar but 
tailor-made satellites, following the approach used by SSTL in the DMC constellation. N. 
Catarino also presented the campaign of past projects that supported the development of 
the NextGEOSS data hub, stating that collaborative projects are essential to EO endeavours 
of this size and that Deimos have received 20 million euros in funding since 2012 to pursue 
developments in this area. NextGEOSS is a data hub and not a portal: the main goal of this 
project is to create the tools so that each user is able to create their own platform; in fact, 
while the project encompasses task such as Data Cataloguing, Service Cataloguing (a new 
add-on), Data Discovery (in open-sources), Cloud Integration, User Management, and 
Operation and Dashboard Analytics, only the first two are completely carried out within 
NextGEOSS (the NextGEOSS consortium only provides support for the rest). N. Catarino 
also presented SimOcean, a project co-funded by EEA Grants for another data hub, this 
time focused on maritime monitoring applications. According to N. Catarino, the rest of the 
consortium is responsible for the development of each application, while Deimos provides 
the data hub. Finally, he provided a topic which would fuel a debate between the 
discussants: considering the different activities and initiatives that already exist (e.g. 
Copernicus, DIAS, ESA’s activities for data integration, and even NextGEOSS), how can 
we ensure we take the best of them and how do we find a niche to position ourselves in this 
landscape? He provided an answer by arguing that these workshops and other working 
groups can be very useful tools (and gave the example of the OGC’s (Open Geospatial 
Consortium) working group of which he is co-chair and includes agencies such as NASA 
and ESA), since these “platforms” are actually small pieces that can be put together and 
should be designed in a way that they can be interoperable. 
After the two presentations, A. Oliveira called to the stage the second group of discussants 
(participants 14 to 16, as identified in Section 3) and started the debate with a question on 
how to coordinate the priorities of each stakeholder and, therefore, the relevant payloads 
especially considering the limited volume and power available in nanosatellites. He provided 
some examples of the challenges of hosting powerful payloads in small satellites (Spire, 
Planet Labs) and of ways to coordinate space segment developments between multiple 
actors (European led initiative QB50 which provided a common scientific payload to 50 
CubeSat teams). 

- S. Bernard noted the first priority will be to clearly define the priorities for each nation 
(which might be related with the chosen applications and payloads, but might also be 
related with developing a space engineering industry, specializing human resources, 
etc. in line with the previous scientific, engineering and application agendas 
mentioned by M. Kampel), and only then focus on how to make the chosen 
payloads/platforms/missions while ensuring that they become better than the sum of 
their parts; 

- J. Ferreira complemented that even before choosing payloads, it is important to go 
through a two-phased plan: a first phase in which users should list their requirements 
(based on these national priorities) and check which of them can be already met 
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using existing assets, and then a second phase in which we make sure that the target 
solutions (i.e. platform or set of platforms, with certain payloads and missions) are 
able to work together with what already exists; 

- M. Kampel added the necessity to keep expert users of EO in the loop, since they 
will prepare the data for end-users, building a bridge between them and the platforms; 

- A. Ibrahim noted that even ideas that might seem farfetched right now, shouldn’t 
necessarily be abandoned and should be filed for later analysis when they might be 
useful; 

- N. Catarino noted that both the AIR Centre and +ATLANTIC should play a crucial 
role in this process by providing access to the existing platforms to the users, and by 
fostering a collaborative network between the stakeholders. 
 

After the first round of remarks, A. Oliveira prompted a second debate, questioning the 
discussants on how the coordination of tasks (such as the capture, catalogue, and display 
of information to the users) on the user and ground segments should be made. Again, some 
examples (like centralized coordination, mission planning and repositories or purely 
decentralized approaches) were given to spur discussion.  

- S. Bernard stated that while a virtual constellation approach would be fine (and 
simpler from an execution standpoint), an actual constellation is “where things get 
interesting”. He then gave an example of a mission using a multi-asset “reactive 
constellation” in which a first common layer would be able to detect, and then a 
specific fast-deploy asset (e.g. drones) would take over the operation; 

- J. Ferreira proposed a three-step approach: the first step would be to use what we 
already have (open-source or belonging to participants), since the new constellation 
will have to adapt and fit into the existing infrastructures; the second one is to make 
the data from the existing set sources available to the public; finally, a baseline can 
be established from feedback from the users which can be used to decide on the 
applications; 

- Both M. Kampel and A. Ibrahim noted the importance of the democratization of the 
access to the data resulting from the constellation, and identified the necessity of 
national subscriptions (or other type of arrangements) in order to have the information 
available to the users as soon as possible; 

- N. Catarino suggested the creation of local data cubes as a possible solution. 
The session was concluded with the highlighting of clear next steps: 

• To discuss, define and identify some form of common mission requirements or 
specifications [AP1], and 

• To carry out an analysis of existing assets and their gaps and how they could be 
useful to the stakeholders of the workshop [AP2] before considering procuring or 
developing components, systems or satellites. 

A. Oliveira suggested that the AIR Centre is ideally positioned to drive the first one and 
proposed +ATLANTIC take the lead on tackling the second one. 
 

5.3 Third and Fourth Sessions – Co-Creation user stories and developing functional 
requirements for the All-Atlantic Nanosatellite Constellation & The way forward 

The third and fourth sessions of the workshop were merged together into a combined 
session, in which a S. Bernard presented a first approach to the development of functional 
requirements, and then a set of discussants debated potential way forward. 
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- According to S. Bernard, the next steps for a working group such as this one would 
be to start to quantify (even if roughly) the minimum specifications for the 
constellation; namely, parameters such as the type and mass of payload (in his 
opinion, any payload with “relevant output” will weigh at least 0.5 kilograms, 
considering the current state technology) or the choice of orbit (questions such as 
minimum revisit times, which payloads work for which orbits, or how many 
countries/regions can we capture per orbit) should be fleshed out. He observed that 
we should soon have a consensus on what we want the constellation to do and what 
we are ready to fund; he then gave a few examples of trade-offs we should take into 
account going forward: namely, how certain payloads that can provide richer data 
sets (e.g. optical, multispectral) are usually more expensive and have longer 
latencies to the user, since the downlink remains the main constraint and some 
imagery has to be processed a priori (instead of for example AIS, which can be 
provided in near real-time);  

- M. Kampel provided another example: he observed that radiometric calibration is very 
important to obtain quantitative data, but usually requires more effort and economic 
resources – and therefore the nations should align the goals for the constellation and 
how demanding they should be; 

- S. Bernard agreed, and added that while relative data is important since it has faster 
processing times (and thus can be applied to near real-time applications), absolute 
data plays a crucial role in calibration, becoming especially important in 
historic/archive catalogues of data. He also noted that the main advantages of 
CubeSats and the NewSpace approach are the fast development cycles and the 
capacity to provide near real-time access to data – which, in his opinion, should be 
the main focus for the constellation (instead of pursuing better quality data tha what 
is possible today); 

- M. Kampel noted that scalability and sustainability will also be a problem in this 
particular field: according to his experience, it might be simple to get 
public/institutional funding for the first satellite (or even for the first generation), but it 
will be very difficult to get funding to the technology developments after that; 

- I. Elegbede agreed that funding should be a concern and added that legislation for 
small satellites (namely on space debris/space collisions) is also a risk, since it could 
constitute a game-changer; 

- B. Carvalho observed that, while space legislation should be a concern, the creation 
of the Portuguese Space Law until the end of 2019 should minimize the risk for a 
future constellation. 

The remaining discussants presented their work in the respective areas of research. In 
particular, F. Atkins presented her work on the application of an urban metabolism approach 
to the city of Cape Town, which N. Lourenço said that it would be a good fit for potential 
collaboration in the view of the ongoing cooperation between +ATLANTIC and the 
municipality of Cascais. 
 

6 Conclusions and way forward 
Based on the discussions of the day, the main Atlantic observation and monitoring 
challenges identified were: 

• Illegal fisheries – identified by Nigeria, Ghana, Namibia and Brazil; 
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• Coastal management including erosion, mangrove management and storm surges  - 
identified by Nigeria and Namibia; 

• Marine resource including exploitation rights of local communities and monitoring and 
forecasting fast developing events – identified as a need in Nigeria, Namibia and 
Canada; 

• Climate and climate change including marine meteorology and influence on 
hinterland climate – identified by Nigeria and Namibia and Brazil; 

A number of gaps and opportunities were also identified by the participants, namely: 
• Gaps in coverage of current constellations and satellites; 
• Current cost of sensors, larger satellites and commercial EO data is prohibitive; 
• Existing assets do not adequately support rapid assessment capabilities; 
• Opportunities to launch and operate CubeSats (UNOOSA); 
• Opportunity to develop virtual constellations; 
• Assess how to influence operations of existing constellations and assets; 
• Leverage the relation to the monitoring of SDGs to influence funding decision makers. 

The main conclusions of the workshop were: 
• There is a need for strong coordination between stakeholders both on Space and 

User segments – 1U-3U CubeSats have limited space which means careful 
consideration of payloads (and associated variables such as swath, resolution, etc.) 
as well as satellite size and constellation design (revisit time and coverage) is 
important. Performance of sensors can also have an impact as size and energy is 
limited (e.g. radiometric calibration is also important to obtain quantitative data). 
Another important point is coordination at user level: Pooling and planning resources, 
collecting, distributing and curating the data that will be collected by the constellation; 

• There is a need to focus and avoid overlap with existing assets and capabilities - e.g. 
we could aim for very high revisit times for specific regions or try to influence our 
mission planning by data taken from other constellations (which would require quick 
processing and tasking capabilities); 

• There is a need to identify our own Innovation Sweetspot; 
• Balance between scientific, technological and services agendas should be pursued; 
• Starting small (in terms of ambition) appears to be a reasonable approach; 
• There is a strong need for capacity building across the different participating 

countries. 
Finally, based on the discussions and conclusions for the day, +ATLANTIC proposes the 
following way forward: 

• Create some form of Common Mission Requirements/ Specifications; 
• Map existing assets, constellations, missions and available data and identify gaps 

and opportunities; 
• Initiate preliminary small constellation design studies. 

The workshop ended with the note that some follow up should be possible in the AIR 
organized workshop (Discovering Exploratory EO use-cases in the Atlantic) taking place on 
Terceira, Azores on the 9th and 10th of December 2019, where the main conclusions of this 
event are to be presented. A Technical workshop bringing together Engineers, scientists 
and decision makers from the countries involved, to address the above stated issues should 
be held in the first quarter of 2020 
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REF DESCRIPTION DEADLINE RESPONSIBLE 

AP1 Define a set of common mission functional 
requirements minimum specifications 

TBD AIR Centre 

AP2 Analysis of existing assets, gaps and 
opportunities and preliminary constellation 
design studies 

TBD +ATLANTIC 
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7 Annex 1: Declaration of Victoria 
 














